
INTRODUCTION

1. Alphabet: (i) There are twenty-two letters in the Teso alpha-

bet. F, H, Q, V, X and Z are not used and Q and NY are added.

The pronunciation guides which follow are approximate only;

the correct sounds can only be learned by practice from a teacher,

(ii) There are five vowels in Ateso:

A, E, I, O, U.

These five letters, however, represent more than five sounds,

for the letters E, I, O and U have two distinct values each, a

"close" value and an "open" value.

"Close" vowels are pronounced approximately as follows:

E as in beg (French 6) aipet (to kick)

I as in seat aidip (to hit)

as in the Scottish pronunciation of o in bone (French:

eau)

aimor (to insult)

U as in fool aikut (to scratch earth)

"Open" vowels are pronounced approximately as follows:

E as in there (French h) aipet (to lay out)

1 as in sit ailid (to fasten)

O as in gone (or as in glory when long)

aimor (to share)

D as in full aikut (to blow)

A is pronounced as in father (never short as in ram)

abal (to say)

It will be seen from paragraphs 15, 1 8 and elsewhere that the

fact of whether the root vowel of a verb is "close" or "open"

affects the conjugation of the verb. For this reason, as an aid to

students, "close" vowels of verb roots will be printed in italics

when they occur in the vocabularies.

(iii) Where the vowels AI or 01 stand together they represent

sounds approximating to the i in bite and the oy in alloy respec-
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XVI INTRODUCTION

lively. In other vowel combinations both vowels must be given

their full values. Thus kau (behind) is pronounced "kah-oo",

not **kow".

(iv) All words ending in a consonant possess a semi-mute or

"shadow" vowel after the final consonant, which is not pro-

nounced when the word stands in isolation, but which is pro-

nounced when the word is followed by another word beginning

with a consonant:

e.g. The Ateso translation of "the women go to the house**

is written: elosete at|or logo

but is pronounced: elosete aijoro togo

If the word following is normally written as one with the preced-

ing word, the "shadow" vowel is not onlypronounced but written:

e.g. elosete ar)oroke togo—his women go to the house

Other examples are given in (vii) below,

(v) There are sixteen consonants and one semi-vowel in Ateso,

pronounced approximately as follows:

B as in bat bobo

as in chat (never as in cat) yenicici

as in dog ededet|

as in get (never as in geology) egogor|

as in jam ejijim

as in kit ekek

as in let elal

as in mat mam
as in nut nen

as in singer (never as in finger) i|Opet|ol

NY as in onion ekweny
P as in put papa

as in rend (should be well rolled) arereg

as in sit aisisla

as in tot toto

as in yet yoga

Semi-vowel

:

W as in wit awaraga
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(vi) In words of foreign origin introduced into Ateso the

missing sound F is replaced by P and the missing sound V by

B or P. Z is replaced by S.

Thus meza (table) (Kiswahili) becomes e-mesa
oku'fuga (to rule) (Luganda) becomes ai-puga

(vii) It is an invariable rule that two consonants can never

stand together in the same word. Both in speech and in writing

when word construction brings two consonants together, either

one of the consonants must be dropped or the "shadow" vowel

mentioned in sub-paragraph (iv) above must be inserted between

the consonants.

E.g. (Omission of one consonant)

Nen-pe-nen (just here) is written and pronounced nepenen.

(Insertion of "shadow" vowel)

gol tui)anan (every man) is written and pronounced

i)olitui|anan

Elacet kon (your key) is written and pronounced elacetekon

It is not the intention in this book to indicate the "shadow"
vowel applicable to each word, and there is no rule by which it

can be determined; where in the examples in this book the

"shadow" vowel occurs, an explanatory note will usually indicate

that the particular vowel is "inserted for euphony".

The fact that in some works the two letters NG are found

together is no exception to the above rule. These two letters are

n^rely an alternative representation of the sound F), in the same
way as the letters NY represent one sound. The semi-vowel W,
k>wever, can and frequently does follow a consonant:

aswam (work)
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